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[FRENCH to ENGLISH TRANSLATION]The Nova Project is one of the many projects presented by theAmerican guitarist and composer, Anthony Glise, who shares his careerbetween France, Germany and the US.After putting his concert calendar on our website, Anthony sent usan imposing press kit with an overview of his numerous skills: his latestCD where he plays solo classical guitar, “Virtuoso Variations for Gui-tar,” [AME RECORDS-FRANCE. SEE:http://www.ame-boutique.com/index.php?kprod=422]which includes compositions from the last 5 centuries; a DVD recordedin France which includes his beautiful Stabat Mater Speciosa and a Messepour les enfant martyrs  [Mass for the Martyred Children] of his owncomposition for choir and orchestra; a live acoustic CD containing mate-rials from the 2 latest albums by The Nova Project.This latest project is the one that best fit our pages as in the biogra-phy, it is characterized by being “electric classical prog” and that a certainJan Akkerman ([the famed Dutch guitarist from the rock group] Focus)has already played as a guest with the group in the past.Anthony is faithful to his classical guitar but he is this time accom-panied by a rock-jazz group composed of drummer, Nick Baker, electriccellist, James Kew and electric/acoustic guitarist, Jason Riley.With this ensemble (there were other guest players before), theyare releasing 2 albums:  The Holy Sonnets, music and text derived fromEnglish and French songs of the seventeenth century, and The VienneseSketches, an instrumental opus that is partly composed, partly improvised.These 2 albums are the basic materials for advertising the concertsthat they give around the world.  This group can be small (2) or large (4)depending on their availability... and the finances of the organizers.Thus, it is a true “return to the future” that they will offer you during 50 minutes - a temporal shock - the revival of the “sixteenth century heavy-metal,” asmentioned - not without humor - on the group’s MySpace.  The nylon guitar revives, undoubtedly, the “guitar-heroes” of the late Renaissance, and Anthony’senchanting voice, singing the texts by the English priest and poet, John Donne (1572-1631) and the French preacher, Laurent Drelincourt (1626-1680).However, with the drums and electric guitar - particularly the fluent playing of Jason Riley - there is no doubt that we are in the 21st century, somewherebetween the worlds of rock and jazz whereas the electric cello with its 6 strings seems to bridge these 2 periods.The result is particularly striking, engaging and original even if, in the end, one does not know if this affair is electric chamber music, prehistoric jazz-rocksongs or some other improbable label.  But it is not only us, prog fanatics, who will be moved by such contrast.  And, since they themselves claim to be part of ourmixed musical universe, this is the best of all possible worlds!By the time you read these lines, the album should be available free of charge on www.anthonyglise.com.  To know more about this project and to judge foryourself, bios and extracts can be heard on www.myspace.com/thenovaproject1.  Don’t forget the “1” at the end or you will find yourself somewhere else.  You willalso be able to cheer them this summer on the 9th and 10th of August during the grand festival “Les Nuits de Hautecombe” that is held in the abbey of St Pierre deCurtille in Savoy (France).


